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About This Game

You have been granted access to pilot "Glaive" - a brick breaking battle ship. Use it to fight through 125 stages of intense
arkanoid-style action.

Key features:

An all-new brick-breaking game.
Use your Glaive ship to break bricks and obtain many different powerups.

Over 120 levels.
Smooth controls. easy to learn.

Great ball mechanics, that let you control it's speed with a bit of experience.
2 player versus mode - grab a friend and find out who's better.

Boss fights - it's never easy, but you can do it!
Different game modes - classic, pong, shape breaker, boss fight.

Beautiful 3D graphics.
ROCKETS!

Awesome soundtrack for the game created by talented artists such as:
Toms "Tobu" Burkovskis

Steam Phunk
Kubbi
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An all new arkanoid experience is waiting!
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Title: Glaive: Brick Breaker
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blue Sunset Games
Publisher:
Blue Sunset Games
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.2 GHz recommended

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated GPU Recommended

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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pretty good game. The plane is essentially unflyable. It literally has GTA V physics. You can roll the plane three times at about
300AGL and not crash.. assault rifle and drone are useful, with cheap price tag.
. I actually bought game and it was so clunky that I had to request a refund. You have to use an Xbox controller to navigate. I
couldn't figure out even how to do basic things. Game needs lots of polish.

I was able to mess around and move things around. Change shape sizes and even add some items. But when it came to playing
my song and animating objects to them. Well, all I could do was play my song. I couldn't even figure out if there was a template
to use. The store videos look cool and I'd love to be able to do something even remotely close to that. I just couldn't figure out
where to start.

Sorry, but it's way too clunky \/ complicated to use in its current form. You definitely need a tutorial or a more intuitive
interface. I know the app is only $5 and I shouldn't expect much. But it was useless to me. And nothing made me want to even
try to figure it out since I was getting nowhere fast.. Don't let the bad reviews full you, its a great game.

At its base, you got a villager sim game that has a lot of room to grow on. The developers seem passionate about fixing whats
wrong with this game, and I do find it quite fun. I would say in about a month, it will be a great addition to your steam library..
Only thing wrong with this DLC is the RPM indicator was taken from a Piper Cherokee.... The green arc should only go
between 2000 and 2500 rpm. Other than that, great DLC! 9.9\/10. Fairly standard hidden object game, that took me about 2 and
a half hours to complete. The hidden object aspect was fun, and not too easy, with a few pieces extremely well hidden. The
addition of the 'comics' and voice acting was nice, however the story was a dull and predictable 'save and marry the damsel in
distress' that could be set anywhere at any time. Historical accuracy is not a feature of this game.

Personally, not recommended as there are other hidden object games on the market that are superior, despite this being a fun
little distraction. It's not worth buying at full price, but as part of the Cradle Bundle - especially if said bundle is in a sale - it's a
nice 'freebie'.. Now I went into Poverty is a Choice blind, and what I found was a hardcore stock trading sim covered in edgy
wrapping. Oh yeah, I like it. Y'all know I've been on a crusade to find a modern Drug Wars here on Steam, and while this
isn't exactly that, it's both close yet different enough to totally be it's own thing. Yes, you buy-low-sell-high, but things take a
more orthodox direction here with traditional stock trading.

Again, there is a lot of dark humor thrown in to lighten things up, but at the end of the day you will be gathering all the
information you can to make sure you earn money each day to support your lifestyle, and even hopefully make it better.
There are a great number of various upgrades you can get to help you out. Too many to go into here, but they almost all seem
functional (I've tried a good number of them). I even had a pen and paper handy to take notes. Yeah, it gets pretty serious.

Who would I recommend this game to? Well, if you like buy-low-sell-high 'spreadsheet simulators' that have a daily routine
akin to Papers, Please, then by all means pick this up. In other words if the store page interests you, you are probably going to
appreciate it.

Pros:
+Super fresh
+While it may not look like it at first - there is a good bit of depth here
+The music is so awesome
+I love organizing all my windows on the desktop; reminds me of Banished in that sense

Meh:
=While I am grateful that there is a potent dark humor dialogue, I think it's misleading some people that this is a click-bait
game or something trying to seek attention unnecessarily (and, hey who knows, maybe it is - all I can say is that there is
definitely a strong game here)

Cons:
-There is definitely a learning curve that could take some time if you are not familiar with trading stocks

A super indie title that I'm glad to own. While the price is probably a bit high for such a niche audience, it makes up for it in
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freshness.. Pretty fun, 10 times better experience with friends. features some unique songs, challenging arppegios and chord
playing. if you can tolerate the cliche lyrics and the singers hilariously bad yarling, then i recomend this pack for the
challenge alone.
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DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME!!!! Seriously, save your money. HORRIBLE sound quality, extremely slow gameplay,
clunky mechanics and user interface, and outright BORING compared to playing the actual card game with real friends. Just...
for the love of the Gods, please do not put yourself through this torture.... easy little casual game not very taxing

71\/100. this game sadly doesnt work i tried to confir it like it said but it gave me the same errer if this game was work the it
suppose to i would recamen it but sence it doesnt i wouldnt get it till it gets fixed. Resonance is a point and click adventure
game. It's a story about new source of power called Resonance, unlimited clean power or doomsday weapon. You play as 4
different people; Ed a lab assistant, Anna a nurse with a troubled past, Detective Bennett a cop who bends the rules, and Ray a
journalist blogger. When the particle physicist dies in an "accident", it's up four strangers to come together and find the
physicist secret vault with his Resonance research while being followed from the shadows. The puzzles are challenging. They
have a long and short term memory system where you can ask anything to anyone in the game. The voice asking for a Wadjet
Eye Games game is on point and very well done. There are two ending to the game with two different credit scenes choices. I
loved this game as much as the other Wadjet Eye Games' games. And I give this a 9\/10.. Ok so this is my first review and off
the bat i am going to say that this recording software is by far the easiest and most effective i have ever used.

It allows easy overlaying such as your webcam or teamspeak. You can output in different formats, qualities, and even split the
audio and video into two different files.

Also, they just updated it allowing you to stream to Twitch and other websites.

If you are a video maker like me, or just want to show off some cool footage, this program will do so with ease.. This is a lot
cheaper than what you whales will be spending to get this exact costume here in a few months in FGO.. The conrtols are
bonkers! Q for left instead of A. I can't even play this! OMG! Oh wait, I can change them to normal wasd, cool beans this game
is awesome!

It's a fun little platformer game really.

8\/10. Noticed immediately the game were indie low income made, let's just say I am happy I got to reclaim my money for it, it
feels like it's in alpha stage, maybe even further back.

When I noticed there was no indication of where you hit your pickaxe I kept on going for a little while but quickly realised this
is where it's going to be and not improve further.

It's kind of sad since I really wanted this game to be good, I just can't see this game has a future unless the gameplay \/ character
movement \/ indication of what you are doing \/ easier interface is changed\/added.. If you're looking for a football management
game that is easy to learn and play but filled with stats and data, you can't go wrong with Global Soccer Manager 2017.

The UI is very slick and modern and is incredibly easy to use. This is a game that has potential for sure! While it isn't as in-
depth as Football Manager, it shouldn't be seen as a bad thing as GSM is much more main stream. One thing that it does have
over Football Manager though and that's the number of countries, leagues and teams simulated. You can take charge of any
team in any leage pretty much anywhere around the world without needing to add and remove leagues at the end of each season.
If you've dreamed of managing the champions of Angola, your dream can be lived with GSM!

Plus, you can grab it for just over a fiver.. i downloaded the season pass but i cant play banned footage :( help pls
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